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Product
development
iourney's.end. ís only the beginning of another journey: the
rediscouery of both home and ouiselues,-oir perctptions
ofihich
haae been subtly or drømøtically trønsþrmed lry oir abseice.
The.

(Chaline, 2002:285)

Maly forms of health are derived from arcient traditions and
practices that have existed for centuries in some cuÌtures
and
societies, yet in others they seem new and u¡familiar. The
elobal_

ization of health has meant that many health activitiei and
techniques can be easily exported. This is t¡ue of most forms
of
massage, spa and beauty treatments, medical processes and
fit_
ness regimes. Multi-media communications and mobility
in the
form of travel and tourism have revolutionized interíational
product. development. Howeve¡, there is also a growing ,post_
modern'.flexibility and creativity in the way thai prodãctå are
parkaged. For. example, yoga can be packagâd witÌì almost
any
activity provided it is attractive to the targei market. Consumers
,old, activities
seem to be increasingly more open to
in
Çing
new contexts (e.9. Ayurveda, Chinese Medicine, Thai massage),
or buying packages that combine existing interests *itt ,i"í
ones. Advancements in technology and the growing impor_
ta¡ce of the experience economf means that "there i" ¿å u
quest for completely new products and activities which
have
not
in previous cultures or contexts. Although these
-existed
are harder to conceive, they are arguably what makes"destina_
tions unique and give them a compeHúve edge. This chaoter
explores the way in which health a¡rá wellness tãurism prodi
cis
are changing in order fo adapt to the increasingly diverse needs
of consumers and other f¿ctors which i¡fluenãe their develop_
ment. This i¡cludes the growing need to balarce out differeirt
:l"Tunf of body-mind-spirit products within one package or
destination.
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The globalization of health and wellness tour¡sm products
The proliferation of spa and welhess hotel developments around the
world means that it is possible to experience a large number of health
and wellness products almost anlplace where there is a reasonable irrfrastructure for tourism. Products can include national and regionaÌ assets
a¡rd tesources, such as mineral waters, mountain chains, seas, or rivers,
indigenous and local traditions arid treatments, or sitelevel facilities
and packages. Although mâny countries do not have natural sources of
medical or thermal waters, swimming pools, saulas, steam rooms, massage and fitness facilities can be created an''where. This is unproblematic if health is the secondary motivation of touists (i.e. they are business
or conference toudsts who may iust use the facilities if they have iime,
or sightseers for whom spa facilities are an added bonus). However, for
more dedicated health tourists, the expectation is likely to be higher and
the search for some form of uniqueness or local features may lead to disappointment if it is unfulfilled. They may be satisfied if the health resort
or destination can offer an extremely diverse range of Products (e.8. ten
different massages, a whole ralge of fitness activities, a multi-cuisine buffet). An especially high quaLity experience could also count in the destination's favour Competitive pricing is less of an incentive as most wellness
tourists âre happy to spend large amounts of money on pampering ald
relaxation. One exception is the cost of medical treatments where tourists
havel long distânces for cheaper prices than ât home and/or proven healing effects of naturaÌ assets.
The location for holistic or occupational tourism is largely incidental,
although centres are likely to be in a beautiful mourtaìn village or beside
the sea as a¡r added attraction. However, the experiences gained within
a holistic centre could iust as easily be created elsewhere. Many holistic
practitioners such as yoga teachers or life coaches work in different locations throughout the year offering the same workshops and courses.
Skyros Centres in Greece arrd Thailand attemPt to create some locaÌ experiences, such as lalguage or cookery lessons, but these ale faìrly limited
and most of the experience is 'global' or 'placeless'. Occupational wellness
workshops often seem to take place in good quality chain hotels as this is
what the business market has come to expect.
On the other ha¡rd, spiritual or New Age tourists often visit very sPecific
landscapes or choose pilgrimage destinations which have a speciai significance. Some holistic/ spiritual torÌrists are keen to go to Rishikesh in India
for yoga, to experience Ayurveda in Kerala, or to learn Thai massage in
Thailand. Visits to ashrams or meditation retreats also tend to take place in
countries of perceived heightened spirituality, but it is now perfectly possible to visit such centres in the United Kingdom, United States or most
other Western countries. In many cases, it suits foreign visitors better as
the forms of yoga or meditation are adapted to Westem bodies arLd lifestyles. Holistic or New Age festivals can technically take place an;'where,
although the experience is no doubt enhanced if the destination has some
kind of sPiritual significance.
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Medical, mainÌy surgical tourism usually takes place in countries which
are p_erceived as being cheaper than the toudsts, own country. This means

that India, Thailand and other Asian destinations are the preferred loca_
tions at present. Many Western people (especially in the United Kingdom)
are used to being treated_ by Indian doctors aftei many years or imiúgra_
tion and the tendency of Indian people to excel in tÉ'medical field. Íor
Mr.rldle- Eastem patients, India is a short flight away. Thailand has a repu_
tation for tolerarLce arLd openness, therefoie extreme operations like iex
charLges are popular there. Some Central and Eastem Eåropean countries
have their specialities, such as dentistry in Huagary o.
forms of
""ìtuir.,
eye surgery in Russia. The language skills, professionalism,
clea iness,
and friendliness ofthe people wiÌl also largeþ determine where people go
for medical treatment.
Most day spas which offer cosmetic and beauty heatments could tech_
a¡L).where, except in cases where they use products which are
Tqy-bg
derived from local plant or flower extracts. Even signa-ture treatments can
soon become globally available with the ,help' o"f international brands
in cosmetics. and beaut¡r Püpose-built spas in countries like GerrnarLy,
Austria, and Switzerla¡rd are of a¡L extremely high quality and offer ã
diverse ralge of international treatments, but sonie of tt
¿o not
"- mightoffer
many p-roducts that are indigenous to the area. An exception
be
those offering Alpine wellness, where hay baths may be óffered or other
local treatments. However, such spas do make use óf local organic foods
arLd
Jhe-]an{sçape around the spas. Many spas in ski resorti are fairly
standardized, but offer good quality relaxadôry pampering, and heafing
facilities for those who need a rest f¡om physical &ercfue. "
One of the problems, even for historii spas, is that it is difficult to com_
pete withsimüar historic spas elsewhere. For example, Czech spas camot
offer (in theory) much that is different in terms oi products a'nd experi_
ences from the spas in Slovakia or Romanìa. The arãhitecture ca¡r bá dif_
ferent, but the facilities and service levels are likely to be simiÌar. O¡r the
other hand, Austuian and German spas (also regiónal competitors) have
had maly more years of investment in facilidef better seivice training,
a¡Ld have a greater understanding of the links between lifestyle practiceì
(e.9. fitness, nutrition) and wellless, As a result, even though the
heritage
buildings in Hungary and the Czech Republic are often mo"re beautiful,"it
is hard for them to compete in the intemational market fo¡ well¡Less vis_
itors. Hungary and the Czech Repulic aftract large numbers of ,incidental,
wellness visitors (i.e. those who come primarily to sightsee), but tegional
spas still rely largely on a domestic market.
,.
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The âttempt to creâte unique or 'international' experiences, such as
including Thai massage or Indian Ayurveda in historic spas is arguably
displaced and merely represents a standardization of product development rather than inlovation. On the other hand, Austrial and German
wellness hotels and spas are now reaching saturation point and there is
a need to limit the number of new developments or to diversify existing
products.
Overall, it seems that there needs to be some differentiation of destinations on a national level, especially if they are trying to market themselves specifically as healtþ spa or wellness destinations. This rnight
mean promoting their unique physical resources (e.g. hot springs, mineral
waters, lakes, moultains), or even claiming to have the 'largest', 'longest',
'highest', etc. of these. Coulhies like Slovenia have been quite successful in
their marketing of health and well¡ress tourism recently even though they
use many images that are related to their diverse landscape ald cultures,
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rather than to specific health products. Signature tueatments can be promoted in hotels arouìd the world, but it is debatâble as to whether tourists would travel specifically for a massage. More likely they would pay
for a long, leisurely package of several hours or days which is unique and
makes use of local traditions or indigenous ingredients. Medical tourism
is somewhat different in that most visitors require a stay of several days
or weeks to recover, rehabilitate or rest. Their choice of destination may
be more i¡fluenced by their doctor's plescription than their own personal
travel motivations in the case of medical spa tourism, but those opting
for private surgery may have far more independence in their selection of
destinatiory hospitaÌ, even surgeon. Holistic and yoga retreats are often
located far away from the spiritual home of the products they sell, but it
seems that landscape plays a major role in tourists' decisions, as they crave
beauty and tranquiliÇ Sometimes, it is also the packaging of products that
makes the difference.
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Towards an íntegrated approach to health and
wellness product development
In Western Europe, the focus has hâditionâlly been on physical and medical wellless. This is especially true of Central and Eastern Europe where
medical tou¡ism in spas was subsidized in part by the state. The pursuit
of physical wellness goes back to Roman and Greek times with the construction of baths dedicated to the cleansing ârld pudfication of the body
combined with arduous fitness regimes. Similar facilities also traditiona1ly existed in parts of Asia, such as Turkey or fapan, but they often had a
more spiritual dimension. For maly Westerners, yoga is seen as a physical
actiwity, especially as it is often regulated by Sports Councils (e.g. in the
United Kingdom). It is only on further practice that the spiritual dimensions are recognized and experienced. The same may be true of Tai Chi. IÍr
Asia, these practices a¡e seen to be spiritual from the outset and are usually not offered as part of a fitness or sports programme. Many of the day
and hotel spas in Europe, the United States and increasingly in Asia and
the Caribbean tend to offer beauty and fitness facilities and cater for visitors who are mainly interested in physical wellness. However, there are
growing numbers of purpose-built recreational short or long-stay spas
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ând wellness hotels especially in Austria arLd Germany, which offer the
whole range of faciìities, includìng thermal wate¡s, fitness arLd nutritional
programrnes/ massage/ and beauty treatments. It is also common for spiritual practices to be integrated into the product range (e.g. yoga, ei Gong,
meditation).
Some retreat centres offer prograflÌmes or products mairùy for the
health of the mind, psychology a¡rd emotions, but this is a relatively new
phenomenon and the products are not necessarily aimed at those people
seeking test and relaxation. Instead, they must want an active particþation in self-development and charLging their lives. This may (increasingly)
be paid for by their employers as a form of occupational wellness or an
incentive trip, but more often than not, it is well-paid, exhausted executives who are willing to pay high prices to improve their mentat health
or to leave the 'rat race'. This form of product development ca¡r include
âdvice on stress management or downsizing one's life, as well as recognizing the benefits of a less material life. However, help may also be needed
to improve physical health whìch may have suffered as a resuÌt of overworking or allowing a degree of spirituality to enter the space left by the
reduction in working hours or decreasing of material possessions.
Although spas are becoming more muiti-functional, only holistic retreat
centres consciously attempt to provide visitors with the whole spectrum
of wellness activities (except perhaps medical keatments). The concept
of holistic tourism suggests wholeness atÌd integration, implying that
all dimensions of wellness could or should be included in the pròduct.
Smith & Kelly (2006) define holistic tourism as 'tourism that provides
the visitor with a ralge of actiwities and/or treatments which are aimed

at developìng, maintaining and irnproving the body-mind-spi¡it'. The
number of holistic activities that are available in retreat centres around
the world is truly diverse. The following list represents some of the more
unusual product offers of one retreat centre in Snowdonia, Wales (Tlem
Y Mor, 2007), but there ale hundreds more offering equally diverse
programmes:

Examples of Holistic Retreat Products

€ Retreat with lntroduction to NLP (Neuro-Linguistic programm¡ng) (learn to motivate
yourself and others. lt will give you a better understanding of the effect and impact of

i'
â

*"

communication)
Angel Workshop for the 21st century
Psychic Retreat (discover your psychic awareness and tap into your gifts to help others.
It also includes an lndian head massage and meridian facial)
Retreat with Past Life Regression
Discover Auras Retreat (Learn techniques to enable you to sense and see other people's
auras)
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*

D¡scover the Power of Self-Hypnosis Retreat (Learn how to harness the mind to achieve
what you want rather than respond¡ng to old patterns of negative belief and behaviour)
Therapy Workshop and Retreat
'à Sound
* Retreat with Chakra Therapy
* Chanting to Relieve Stress Retreat
:¡ Retreat with Tree Oracle Workshop
* Four Elements Workshop and Retreat (different healing tools including crystals, smudging, walks, chanting, meditation and angels)
e Retreat With 3 Point Therapy Workshop (Discover how the use of Reiki, Reflexology, and
visualization can profoundly change your life.)

The following table suggests a way of categorizing holistic tourism
products, many of which may be offered separately or in combination
with two or three others. It is, however, rare and arguably urLdesirable or
impossible to offer aÌl of them within one holiday or centre.

Categor¡zat¡on of Holistic Retreat Products

a Physical (e.9. massage, dance, Pilates, Alexander technique)
s Therapeutic (e.9. massage, aromatherapy, acupuncture, kinesiology)
(e.g. Ayurveda, herbalism, Chinese medicìne,
"è Medicinal
Mental (e.9. NLB dream workshops, psycho-drama)

,

Bach Flower remedies)

Spiritual (e.9. meditation, yoga, Tai Chi, Shamanism)

5 Healing (e.9. reiki, aurasoma, colour therapy)

*
*

o
o

Creative (e.9. painting, photography, cookery)
Expressive (e.9. singing, drama, comedy)
Esoteric/New Age (e.9. tarot, cryslals, angels, astrology)
Personal development (e.9. counselling, stress management, life coaching)

(adaptêd from Kelly & Smith, 2008)

Body-mind-spirit dimensions can be difficuÌt to integrate in one product given most peoples' propensity towards one dimension or other Not
all wellrress tourists are seeking healing and/or renew al of body, rnind and
spirit. Indeed, a visitor with strong interests in yoga for example, would
not necessadly want life coaching. A rt?ical spa visitü mây not want a
psychological or spiritual experience. A spiritual tourist in a meditation
retreat would not want a physical fitness programne, and a visitor leaming about life coaching or NLP may have little interest in yoga or Tai Chi.
Therefore tourism providers have to understand which elements of the
body-mind-spirit product range are compatible, and more importantþ
which of them are the most attractive to different taÌget markets. Some
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cenÍes try to offer a balance of body-mind-spirit products, as the following case study shows;
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Howeve¡, it should be recognized overall that the main barriers to optimum wellness both in terms of lifestyle arLd holidays is lack of time and
money. Ironically, staying well is time-consuming and expensive, and the
majority of people cannot afford this luxury. It is also important to recognize that different aspects of the self may need attention at different stages
of one's life ot even at diffe¡ent times of the year. There are times when
the physical body may need more attention (e.9. during illness or recuperation), at other times, the mind may need calming (e.g. during times of
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occupational stIess). Sptuituality can help people to trânscend both physical and psychological problems, but it is hard to cultivate, especially in
secular societies.

Product innovation and new exper¡ences
The proliferation of spa hotels and purpose-built sPas around the world
has been exponential in recent years, therefore there is a growing need for
new product development in order to give destinations and businesses
unique selling propositions. Even historic spas are gradually being regenerated in order to attract new markets, especially those which tradiiionally
catered to veterans or elderly medical tourists. Although some of the new
products are not always strictly compatible with local, historic tradltions,
they represent imovation and exciting experiences for visitors.
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What features make a spa or wellness centre exceptional?
In her book about the world's most exceptional destination spas, Napier
(2002) emphasizes spas which have sturning designs or amazing locations or

â ralge of special or signature treatments. For some spas, the location and natural features are the main attractiorL for example, the Blue
Lagoon in G¡indawik, Iceland, which makes use of geothermal waters
and may offer a glimpse of the Northern Lights in winter. Canyon ranch
in Arizona, United States has an impressive desert and mountain setting
with outdoor yoga arrd hiking opportunities. Les Sources de Caudalie in
Bordeaux, France makes use of vinotherapy as it is a wine growing region.
This includes a line of skincare products made from grapes which help to
fight free radicals which are responsible for much skin damage. The antioxidant properties of red wine are also promoted. Barrel Baths are offered
which contain spring watet, grape extract and essential oils, wraps containing wine yeast extract and massages with grape seed oil.
The Thermae del Parco in Sardinia is a thalassotherapy spa with five
pools that are visited in rotation. The waters are so beneficial for joints
and bones that even Russian asttonauts come to recover from voyages
into space. Underwâter massages are offered, for example the increasingly
popular watsu or underwater shiatsu. There are also eighteen restaurants.
Some spas such as Chiva Som in Thailand offer formal education classes
on nutritiory cooking and healing with Bach herbal remedies, along with
some more esoteric topics, such as aura balarLcing, hypnotherapy and
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carved-fruit sculpture. There are exceptionâl medical spas such as Clinique
La Prairie in Switzerland offering specific treatments for menopause, as
well as a range of cosmetic surgery. The Somatheeram A1'urvedic Beach
Resort in Kerala, India has won awards for the Best Ayurvedic Centre in
India and offers not only taiÌor-made Ayurvedic packages, but also yoga,
lndian dance, literatue, music, arrd philosophy classes.
Daintree Ecoiodge and Spa in Australia makes use of the landscape
in an environmentally sustainable way as well as consulting local tribal
people and using their healing methods ând Products. The most famous
is the Secret Sacred treatment just for women, which is described as a
once-in-alifetime experience never to be forgotten. It involves walking to
a sacred waterfall to bathe and engage in a symbolic, meditative ritual to
celebrate the female body, spirit and soul. In El Tamarindo in Manzanillo,
Mexico there is a Temascul rituâÌ in an igloo-style sau¡ra. This is a preHispanic tradition thât invokes the healing powers of water, plants, air,
earth, and fire. It lasts for two and a half hours and guests anoint themselves with scented mud containing coconut, cucumber and papaya
before taking a dip in the sea ald afterwards drinking fragralt herbal
tea. There are then three 20-minute steam sessions in the Temascul hut.
The Ulpotha sanctuary in Sri Lanka is another eco-friendly development
in a rural, organic farming viÌlage with no electric lights or hot running
water. The vìllage is a magnet for some of the world's best yoga teâchers and many t)?es of yoga are offered, as well as meditation and various treatments in the native healing centre depending on which therapists
are available.

LeSport in St Lucia in the West Indies offers the ultirnate 'body holiday'
a week and we'll give you back
your mind'. Packages tend to be all-inclusive making it a money-free zone
and unusually for spas, alcohol is unlimited. Numerous sports and fitness programmes are offered, but visitors can also opt for a 'stress management' package including consultations, talks and lectures on reducing
shess, yoga, tai chi, qi gong, and meditation. Some of the world's most
beautiful spas are located next to or in sküng resorts, esPecially in Austria
and SwitzerlarLd, but also in Canada and the United States, for example,
the Wlmdham Peak Resort in Colorado.
Attention to very small details can make a big difference to the visitor's
experience, such as complementary aromatherapy products in the bathrooms, natural sea sponges, scented caldles, a choice of different aromatic
piÌlows, pot pourri, and f¡esh flowers. Unusual therapies can capture the
irnaginatiory such as the 'Stoned Cow' Native Americal fu11 body massage
using smooth hot and cold stones in Babington House, Somerset in the
United Kingdom. Spas which develop nerv products âll ttre time are aPpealing and encourage repeat visitation. Fresh" natural ingredients like yoghurt,
honey, herbs, fruit, flowers and oats can have added appeal. True luxury
and comfort can be a motivating factor For others, it might be the availability of special or romantic packages, or chiÌdcare facilities for families.
One company which is especially focused on the small detaiÌs which
can enhance the wellness experience is the 'Six Senses' chain of resorts,

with the mantra 'Give us your body for
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which operate in South East Asia. They are careful to use local arLd indigenous features, as well as being sustainability orientated:
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Contemporary developments in spas
The InternationaÌ Spa Association (ISPA, 2007) lists some of the new
trends that exist in spas (Table 11.1). There has clearly been a shift in some
of the thinking behind wellness enhancement towards more holistic and
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Table

1 1

.1

What's Hot, What's Not in Spas.

spas
Ayurveda
Choreographed treatments
Mult¡-funct¡on mach¡nes
Exercise
Feldenkra¡s
Free we¡ghts
Hearl rate mon¡tor training
Hiking outdoors
Hydrotherapy baths
lntegrat¡ve med¡cine
Japanese-themed spas
Long tights, flared bottoms
Loose leaf tea
M¡nd body
Adventure

courses
Self-defence classes
Spas that are feng shu¡' ed
Challenge

Fitness retreats

Aromatherapy
Treatments w¡thout purpose
Walk¡ng on the treadmill
Cellulite treatments
lMeditation
Weight mach¡nes only

ïhe fat burning zone
Spending hours on the Stairmaster
Kurs

Alternative med¡c¡ne
European-themed spas
Thong leotards
Tea bags

No pain, no gain
Power walks
Makeovers
Spas that aren't

spiritual practices, including more experiential approaches. The influence
of Eastern wellness (e.g. Feng Shui, Ayurved4 Japanese-themed spas, Thai
massage and martial arts) is clearly becoming more pervasive. Fitness programmes are becoming more focused on body-mind connections, as well
as stamina âfld posture, rather than painful repetitions (e.g. Feldentrais a form of movement therapy designed to isolate separate muscles, to
promote flexibility, release tension, and enhârce balance. It is also more
popular to exercise in the fresh air than in a stuffy g;.'rn (e.g. Nordic walking, cross-countuy skiing).
It is clear thât the matority of wellness and spa hotels and centres are
including more ard more ancient traditions as selling points. This can
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range ftom the design of the hotel (e.g. using principles of Feng Shuí or
Vasati) to the range of massages and treatments offered. The most com_
mon include yoga, Tai Chi, Thai Massage, and Ayurveda. Besides it is
very typical nowadays to create special packages (and consequently new
brands) combining skiing and golf with spas (e.g. we can see products
such as well-skiing!). Golf condominiums or golf course developments
would not now be complete without a spa or wellness centre in the clubhouse or in the main building of the complex. The rationale certainly
exists for supporting this trend, since after doing sports the relaxing ald
soothing impacts of spas can be well received by guests. plus, indoor facilities provide somethìng to do for those who cannot or do not wânt to ski
or play golf, or when the weather is bad.

Selfness and mindness: A new wellness trend?
Dsyli (2008), the CEO of Private Selection Hotels and Welj¡ress plus Hotels
in Switzerland descrlbes how the needs ând expectations from a Wellness
hotel are extremely varied a¡rd individual. \A4:rereas S years ago we were
talking about new awareness of the body and taking care of physical
wellbeing, buzzwords like'Work-Life-Balance' have gradually become
pervasive, and other terms like 'selfness' a¡Ld 'mindness'. Although these
terms are mainly used in GermarL speaking countries, they clearþ have
an important meaning for wellness product development everywhere, as
they reflect the trend towards integration and wholeness. Selfness refers
to the spfuitual search for oneself a¡rd mindness is closely connected, referring to feelings and emotions. Mind¡ress accomparies us in every situation
in our lives, including our hopes, fears, ald relationships with farnily,
friends, colleagues, acquaintaaces (Table 7'1.2).
A well¡ress hotel should contain the following elements: movement/
fitness, watel warmtþ beauty, nutrition and relaxation, but not only as
infrastructure, also in the philosophy of the whole organization, which

fable

11.2

Comparing the Concepts of Selfness and Wellness.

Selfness

oriented
self-development
lnfluences whole way of l¡fe
'l deve¡op fudher'
Act¡ve, forward-looking
¡ndiv¡dual
Motto: 'F¡nd yourself'

Wellness

Mind

Body or¡ented

Goal:

Goal: rest and relaxat¡on

Sourcet PaÉdai,2OO7

Happens in free time
'l do myself good'
Passive, accept¡ng
lvlass

'Enjoy yourself'
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should be guided by the mindness principle. This means, for example,
including group lectures about meditation techniques, Qi Gong, Yoga,
breathing exercises, Feldenkreis, and not only for guests but also for
employees. Al1 hoteliers should convey clearly what this means ald what
is expected from their staff. Three tlpes of product offer are given:

"
"
"

with Wellness facilities
plus:
integrated WelÌness hotels with professional
Specialized
Wellness
arrd
philosophy
infrastructure
Medical Wellness: Medical and psychological aspects are added to the
infrastructure ald philosophy
Wellness light: Hotels

Arr interview was carried out with Daniel Heller (2005) about the
'Selfness Center' which had opened in the Eiger Grindelwald HoteÌ in
Swiøerland, where he was Manager He quoted the research of Matthias
vom Horx from the Futwe lnstitute (Zukurftsinstitut), which suggested
that the trend towards selfness was based on four main principles:
of one's own heaÌth.
"e Knowledgebalance.
Work-Life

e Experience and achievement levels.
u Abiliy to decide what is best for oneself.
Interviews with guests had shown Heller that they wanted to take more
responsibility for thei¡ own life and wellbeing and to fulfil their potentia1. The Selfness Center offers guests the chance to Put together their own
personal programme, including aspects of wellness, fitness, health, communication and motivation. Speciaìist literature, lectures, workshops, and
discussions are offered to help them. Products like 'Motivation trainìng on
the mountain' or 'Stress management through Nordic Walking' are created
to allow space for new ideas to emerge in relation to self development.
Special training is given to stafl who need to be interested in the concePt
and philosophy, as well as bringing their own knowledge of fitness, wellness, psychotherapy or other skills. The Selfness Center is fully integrated
into the hotel rather than being â seParate faciliÇ and the concePt pervades the whole organizatior¡ including the way that rooms are themed
or the way the menu is designed.

New niche products in health and wellness
One of the most recent products in tourism is the development of wellness
or holistic cruises. MaIy of these depart from American Potts atÌd tend to
cruise the Caribbean. The facilities on board include spas, saunas, steam
baths, massage rooms and beauty salons, healthy arLd organic food, yoga,
and meditation classes, and a variety of specialist lectures and workshops.
One example is 'Holistic Holiday at Sea'which describes its 2008 cruise as
'a body pampering, relaxing, a¡rd educational vacation. . .. A perfect combination of luxury, fitness, knowledge and entertainment'.
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A number of destinations are offering massage holidays, either for those
people who are already masseurs and want to learn a new form of massage, or for those who want to learn massage for the first time. Although
there is some controversy about whether a person can become qualified as
a massage therapist in a few days or weeks, for many people it is iust al
opporturrity to learn a new skill rather than a new vocation. It is common
for visitors to Kerala to expedence and wânt to leam Ayrrrvedic massage,
for example (even though the official training takes 3 years). Ayurvedic
holidays are increasingly being developed especially in the South of India
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and Sri Lanka, including training courses for those wanting to learn more.
A typical Ay.urvedic hoìiday would consist of yoga clâsset learning about
a¡uvedic treatments specifically tailored to the needs of the individual
for example, massage and a special diet, as well certain beauty treatments.
Ayurveda can be used to treat maly physical conditions such as allergies,
urinary diseases, nervous diseases, stress disorders, muscular diseases,
arthritis, aÌd so forth. Many visitors to Thailand choose to learn Thai
massage in one of the many Massage Schools (e.9. Wat Pho in Bangkok
or lnternational Training Massage School (ITM) in Chiang Mai). Courses
usually range from 30 to 120 hours tuition and cafl include some theory
phlosophy and yoga exercises as well as massage practice. Teachers'
training holidays in yoga are also becoming more common, for example,
the Sivana¡rda Yoga tradition runs monthlong 'boot camps' for prospective yoga teachers all around the world including in the United Kingdom,
Canada, Spain, France, the Bahamas, India.

There are numerous retreat centres which now offer special dietary
programmes, not only vegetariân but âlso vegal, organic, 'Iive' and raw
food. Raw Food Planet (2007) lists over 70 ashrams arrd spiritual centres
around the world offering raw food or speclal dietary holidays. Typical
programrnes include fasting, meditation and yoga as well as some creative
activities. Raw foodism (the tenets of which were fust researched in the
1900s) is a lifestyle promoting the consrmption of urLcooked, ulprocessed,
ald often organic foods as a large percentage of the diet. Depending on
the t)?e of Ìifestyle and results desired, raw food diets may include a
selectron of raw fruits, vegetables, nuts, seeds (including sprouted whole
grains), eggs, fisþ meat, ald urpasteurized dairy products (such as raw
mi1þ cheese, and yogurt). It is believed that enz)'mes are released in the
mouth when raw food is chewed, and that these erzymes interact with
other substances, noiably the enzlmes produced by the body itselt to aid
the digestion process. Raw foods are said to have higher nutrient values
than foods which have been cooked and to include health benefits such as
a stable weight, clearer skin, more energy, and a better immune system. As
discussed earlier in the book, de-toxing through nutritional changes and
control has become increasingly popular in recent years.
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Art therapy has a long history among the practices of psychotherapists.
Recently, however, different forms of art therapy, for example music, dance
or painting has fourìd its way to toudsm, too (the fust World Congress on
Art Therapy was in 2003 in Budapest, Hungary). Art therapy cafl either be
part of holistic retreats, where participants ca¡ learn about local painting
styles, or part of medicaÌ tourism, where treatments a¡e used to rehabilitate certain conditions or cure illnesses (some may argue that a painting
holiday in Italy can also fall under the art therapy category). Art therapy
ca¡r be used for those who suffer from drug addiction or alcoholism, for
example, to enhâ¡ce creativity and to let (sing, dance or paint) out traumas. Art therapy requires a tean of experts representing experiences from
psychology and psychiatry as well as artists or dance teachers.
Resonance therapy, under which we can find, for example, music therapy, dates back to Ancient Times. During prehistoric times they already
used sounds of nature for sti¡mdation. In Ancient Egypt sacral dances
were used as well as music for healing. The same was true in China
and India (e.g. mantras). During the therapy, resonance should reset the
personal rhythm of the organ or tissue. It has three forms: active, when
patients actively form part of music, for example singing. Passive music
therapy refers to when patients listen to the music, taking the resonance of
a specifically selected piece of music through associations ard experiences.
Dance therapy is the third form of resonalce therapy, in which movement
and music are combined.

Many health a¡rd wellness products have traditionally used animals
to assist healing, for example swimming with dolphins, whale rnusic for
relaxation, animal spirit guides in Native Americal traditions. Therapeutic
riding carr also be used almost a¡r)'where.
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There are many other new products being developed in the health and
welkiess sector, especially for a wider market. For example, Chapter Seven
describes the growth of gay and lesbian spas. There are also spas developing which are specifically designed to accorünodate disabled visitors, as
the following case study shows.
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Conclusion
It

can be seen in this chapter thât although health and well¡ress products
are becoming more standârdized and globaÌized on the one hand, there
are also numerous new a¡Ld unique products being offered in a ralge of
health and well¡Less destinations and cent¡es around the world. Although

irurovation arLd new experiences are difficult to create in a competitive,
even saturated market, it is important to tap into new leisure and lifestyle
trends and to understald the changing needs of contemporary consumers.
This may meal importing products from elsewhere in the world which
are new and attractive, or developing signature treatments which make
use of local traditions or ingredients. In some cases, a natural resource or
laldscape will be enough to attract visitors, in others, there may be a need
for some creativity in design or product development. It is also important
to employ effective marketing strategies and to ensure that the destination
is as accessible as possible, othetwise even the most imovative product
deveÌopment will be wasted.
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